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study, but our results imply that many insects may be capable of moving between winter- and summer-breeding sites (~2000 km) in just three or four successive 8-hour migratory flights. These insect migrants are clearly very successful: We estimate that at least 2.3 billion individuals were involved in the high-altitude mass migrations recorded between 2000 and 2007, with 1.5 times as many individuals involved in fall return migrations as in spring influxes (SOM text). Considering that many migrant insects are important agricultural pests and that the frequency of insect migration to northern latitudes, associated with climate change, is increasing, our ability to understand and predict migration strategies will become progressively more important.
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Conformational Spread as a Mechanism for Cooperativity in the Bacterial Flagellar Switch

Fan Bai,1,2* Richard W. Branch,1* Dan V. Nicolau Jr.,3,4* Teuta Pilizota,1,5* Bradley C. Steel,1 Philip K. Maini,3,6 Richard M. Berry††

The bacterial flagellar switch that controls the direction of flagellar rotation during chemotaxis has a highly cooperative response. This has previously been understood in terms of the classic two-state, concerted model of allosteric regulation. Here, we used high-resolution optical microscopy to observe switching of single motors and uncover the stochastic multistate nature of the switch. Our observations are in detailed quantitative agreement with a recent general model of allosteric cooperativity that exhibits conformational spread—the stochastic growth and shrinkage of domains of adjacent subunits sharing a particular conformational state. We expect that conformational spread will be important in explaining cooperativity in other large signaling complexes.

The elements of protein signaling networks are often complexes that change their activity in response to binding specific ligands. Multisubunit protein complexes often show cooperativity, with either binding or activity showing a switchlike sigmoidal dependence upon ligand concentration. Cooperativity has classically been understood in terms of the concerted (I) or sequential (2) models of allosteric regulation, which describe coupling between ligand binding and subunit conformation, and coupling of conformations between different subunits. Both models have deterministic elements. In the concerted model, coupling between subunits is absolute: All subunits switch conformation simultaneously. In the sequential model, coupling between ligand binding and conformation is absolute: When a ligand binds a subunit, that subunit switches. More recently, a mathematical model of the general allosteric scheme proposed by Eigen (3) was constructed in which both types of coupling are probabilistic (4, 5). This model encompasses the classical mechanisms at its limits and introduces the mechanism of conformational spread, with domains of a particular conformational state growing or shrinking faster than ligand binding. Although the classical models have been useful in explaining the regulation of numerous oligomeric proteins (6, 7), conformational spread is a natural extension that will be necessary for understanding cooperativity in large multimeric protein complexes (4, 8).

The bacterial switch complex in *Escherichia coli* is a large protein ring that controls the direction of rotation of the bacterial flagellar motor (9) (Fig. 1A). The switch response shows a steep sigmoidal relationship between the concentration of the response regulator CheY-P and motor rotational bias (the fraction of time spent rotating in a given direction), contributing to the remarkable gain of the bacterial chemotactic network (10, 11). Binding of CheY-P to FliM protein subunits of the complex is much less cooperative [Hill coefficient <2 (12, 13)] than the switch response [Hill coefficient 10.1 (10)]. In terms of classical allostERIC regulation theory, this precludes the sequential model and favors the concerted model, where the binding cooperativity can be less than the response cooperativity (14). Further evidence against the sequential model is that flagellar motors can switch at low temperatures in the absence of CheY (15).

Consistent with the concerted model, the flagellar switch has traditionally been understood in binary terms, with instantaneous switching between stable counterclockwise (CCW) and clockwise (CW) rotation (16–20). However, it is difficult to imagine a mechanism for instantaneous concerted transitions of such a large complex without invoking action at a distance. A conformational spread model of the flagellar switch has been constructed (4) that, in contrast to the two-state concerted model, allows for a multistate switch (Fig. 1, B to D). The directly observable concerted transitions of such a large complex without invoking action at a distance. A conformational spread model of the flagellar switch has been constructed (4) that, in contrast to the two-state concerted model, allows for a multistate switch (Fig. 1, B to D). The directly observable concerted transitions of such a large complex without invoking action at a distance. A conformational spread model of the flagellar switch has been constructed (4) that, in contrast to the two-state concerted model, allows for a multistate switch (Fig. 1, B to D). The directly observable concerted transitions of such a large complex without invoking action at a distance. A conformational spread model of the flagellar switch has been constructed (4) that, in contrast to the two-state concerted model, allows for a multistate switch (Fig. 1, B to D). The directly observable concerted transitions of such a large complex without invoking action at a distance. A conformational spread model of the flagellar switch has been constructed (4) that, in contrast to the two-state concerted model, allows for a multistate switch (Fig. 1, B to D). The directly observable concerted transitions of such a large complex without invoking action at a distance. A conformational spread model of the flagellar switch has been constructed (4) that, in contrast to the two-state concerted model, allows for a multistate switch (Fig. 1, B to D). The directly observable concerted transitions of such a large complex without invoking action at a distance.
Recent technical advances have allowed us to observe these signatures of conformational spread. We investigated motor switching using backfocal-plane interferometry of polystyrene beads attached to truncated flagella of E. coli (21–23), with ~1° angular resolution and ~1 ms time resolution, limited by the mechanical relaxation of beads attached by the elastic flagellar hook (22). Single motors with a steady bead trajectory were recorded for 30 s to minimize photo damage and sensitivity to slow fluctuations in bias (24), and then were categorized by bias (20, 22). Angles and radii of the bead trajectory were obtained by fitting an ellipse to the trajectory, and then converted to instantaneous motor speed (22).

Median filtered motor speed records show complete switching between CW and CCW states and incomplete switching to speed levels in between (Fig. 2A, left panel). The multistate nature of the record renders traditional zero-crossing analyses of motor switching (18, 20) inadequate. Instead, we defined complete switches by sequential crossing of two thresholds, set at two-thirds of the mean CW and CCW speeds (Fig. 2A, right panel). A typical switch event is displayed in detail in Fig. 2B. Filtering, which is required to show the CW and CCW speeds clearly, extends the apparent duration of a switch (Fig. 2B, left panel), but its finite duration is evident in the unfiltered data (Fig. 2B, center and right panels). Switches were observed with a broad range of durations across the population (Fig. 2B, B to D) and within each cell record (see fig. S2 for an example set). Some switches require more than one revolution for completion, and not all switches vary in speed monotonically through the event. For example, the switch in Fig. 2D configurations. Switches typically occur by a single nucleation of a new domain, followed by conformational spread of the domain, which follows a biased random walk until it either encompasses the entire ring or collapses back to the previous coherent state (Movie S1). The model behaves like the classical sequential model in the limit of large (absolute coupling between binding and conformation) and like the classical concerted model in the limit of large (absolute coupling between subunit conformations).
includes three reversals of direction before completion.

Incomplete switches were present in all records of switching cells but absent in a nonswitching E. coli strain (fig. S3), excluding the possibility that these events were artifacts of the rotation assay. A typical incomplete switch in the median filtered speed record is shown in detail in Fig. 2E. Incomplete switches to a variety of speed levels are observed, including levels that result in transient reversal of rotation. The histogram of speeds (Fig. 2A, right panel) for any given record does not clearly identify preferred speed levels, such as stops, during incomplete switch events. However, incomplete switches may explain “pauses” observed previously in measurements with lower angular and time resolution (25).

Independent evidence for multistate behavior was obtained using an optical trap (26) to stall pairs of 0.5-μm beads attached to switching motors. Bead pairs rotated through ~90° in a fixed optical trap when the direction of motor torque reversed. Complete switches of finite duration and incomplete switching were observed (fig. S4), as with the rotating beads.

We used Monte Carlo simulations (22) of the conformational spread model of the bacterial flagellar switch for comparison to our experimental results. The kinetic parameters (Fig. 3, legend) were fixed to the values $\omega_0 = 10 \text{ s}^{-1}$ and $\omega_c = 10^4 \text{ s}^{-1}$, following previous studies (4, 12), whereas the thermodynamic parameters $E_A$ and $E_J$ (Fig. 1) were chosen to match the mean experimental values at CW bias 0.5 of complete switch durations and of intervals between complete switches (22). The simulated Chey-P concentration was varied to obtain the desired bias in each simulation. To allow direct comparison between the conformational spread model and experimental data, we assumed a linear dependence of motor speed on the number of active protomers in the ring. This assumption is based on the motor containing a large number of independent units (27), each of which generates constant torque in a direction specified by the state of the nearest rotor protomer (Fig. 1). A Langevin simulation modeled the viscous load of the bead connected to the motor by a flexible tether, thereby converting simulated activity on the ring (Fig. 3A) into rotation angle of the bead (Fig. 3B) (22). Simulated records (Fig. 3) are qualitatively indistinguishable from experimental records (Fig. 2) and were analyzed using identical methods. Figure 3 shows fast (C) and slow (D) complete switches and incomplete switches (E) for comparison to Fig. 2, C to E.

We made a detailed quantitative comparison between the experimental data and the predictions of the conformational spread model. To exclude possible artifacts due to the rotation assay, we analyzed only cell records, switches, and intervals between switches that satisfied strict sets of criteria (22). Figure 4A shows switch duration distributions for experimental (blue) and simulated (red) data. The distributions are indistinguishable, each with a peak at ~8 ms and a standard deviation of ~15 ms, in addition to the fitted mean of ~20 ms. The shortest switches last less than 2 ms, whereas the longest last more than 100 ms. Switch durations are not correlated with position of the event in the orbit (22), and distributions for subsets of the data sorted according to motor bias and switch direction showed no clear dependence on either (Fig. 4A, inset). The distribution of durations cannot be explained as an artifact of elasticity in the hook-bead system: Using the largest published experimental estimate of hook compliance (28), the simulated hook-bead response time for a 0.5-μm diameter bead is approximately 0.7 ms (22).

We also compared the distribution of intervals between complete switches. Complete switches were detected using the dual-threshold scheme of Fig. 2A (22), allowing intervals to be defined without sensitivity to incomplete switches that might otherwise skew the distributions toward a shorter time scale. Figure 4B (top) shows interval distributions at three different values of bias, to compare switching kinetics at different Chey-P concentrations (20) (see fig. S6 for other biases). Both experimental (blue) and simulated (red) intervals are exponentially distributed in the measured range (up to ~10 s) with bias-dependent mean interval lengths (Fig. 4B, bottom). Mean interval lengths are robust to at least ±20% variations in threshold and median filter level (fig. S7). Analysis of the protomer states underlying the simulation does not change the distributions, indicating that missed events are not important in our analyses (22) and that incomplete switches are not artifacts of unresolved fast pairs of complete switches. Our results are in contrast to a recent study that measured gamma-distributed intervals (20). It is possible that gamma distributions were an artifact of attaching beads to long filaments (29). Alternatively, switching kinetics may have been different because of the permanently active Chey mutant used.

We quantified incomplete switching as a further independent test of agreement between data and the conformational spread model. An incomplete switch in a CCW interval was defined by a downward crossing of the threshold $b_{CCW} =$
β × µ_{CW} in the median-filtered speed record (22), followed by an upward crossing of the threshold α_{CCW}. Incomplete switches in CW episodes were defined similarly. The intervals between incomplete switches were exponentially distributed in both experimental and simulated data for β = 1/3 (Fig. 4C, top). The mean interval between incomplete switches from the CCW (CW) state increased with CCW (CW) bias (Fig. 4C, bottom), with broad agreement between experimental and simulated data. The number of incomplete switches detected clearly depends on the parameter β. The mean interval length for the largest data bin (CW bias 0.2) decreased linearly with β in both experiment and simulation, becoming identical to the mean interval length between complete switches as β → 2/3 (Fig. 4C, bottom, inset). For these values of β, intervals remained exponentially distributed (fig. S9). No attempt was made to adjust the model parameters to fit the experimental data on incomplete switches: The agreement may improve upon an exhaustive search of the model’s parameter space.

Bacterial flagellar switching has classically been understood in terms of the two-state concerted allosteric model (16). A recent study used the conformational spread model to explain the dependence of switching rates on load (30). We have observed multistate switching, which is the signature of conformational spread. Switch events are not instantaneous but show a broadly distributed duration, and incomplete switching is prevalent. Exponentially distributed intervals between complete switches demonstrate that switching approximates a two-state Poisson process at lower time resolution, despite the underlying multistate nature of the switch, in agreement with early two-state phenomenological models (18, 19). Conformational spread is able to reproduce these observations with remarkable quantitative agreement, despite the very limited search of the model parameter space and using only data collected at neutral bias to guide this search. As a final comparison, we constructed a Hill plot (Fig. 4D) to confirm the sensitivity of the simulated switch. The model accurately reproduces previously measured values of the binding (12, 13) and switching (10) cooperativity, with Hill coefficients 3.5 and 9.4, respectively. Taken together, this is compelling evidence that the conformational spread model accurately represents the flagellar switch.

Recent advances in resolving the functional states of a number of other proteins have necessitated extensions of the classical models of allostery, even to describe relatively small protein complexes (31, 32). Modern theoretical treatments of allosteric regulation indicate that the conformational heterogeneity that results from stochastic coupling, both between different subunits and between binding and conformation, may be a selectable trait (33). With the classical models encompassed at the parameter space limits of the conformational spread model, which can be extended to geometries other than a ring (4, 8), we expect the model to be generally useful in understanding protein cooperativity and signal regulation.

**References and Notes**

Vesicular stomatitis virus (VSV) is an enveloped, bullet-shaped, non-segmented, negative-strand RNA virus (NSRV) belonging to the rhabdovirus family, which includes the rabies virus. Because some attenuated VSV strains are nontoxic to normal tissue, VSV has therapeutic potential as an anticancer agent and of VSV carrying receptors for HIV proteins can develop, bullet-shaped, non-segmented, negative-strand RNA viruses. Through direct visualization by means of cryo-electron microscopy, we show that each virion contains two nested, left-handed helices: an outer helix of matrix protein M and an inner helix of nucleoprotein N and RNA. M has a hub domain with four contact sites that link to neighboring M and N subunits, providing rigidity by clamping adjacent turns of the nucleocapsid. Side-by-side interactions between neighboring N subunits are critical for the nucleocapsid to form a bullet shape, and structure-based mutagenesis results support this description. Together, our data suggest a mechanism of VSV assembly in which the nucleocapsid spirals from the tip to become the helical trunk, both subsequently framed and rigidified by the M layer.

Whereas many other NSRVs are pleomorphic, VSV has a rigid “bullet” shape. Attempts to visualize its organization by means of negatively stained electron microscopy (EM) have resulted in limited two-dimensional (2D) pictures: The virion has a lipid envelope (decorated with G spikes) that encloses a nucleocapsid composed of RNA plus nucleoprotein N and an associated matrix formed by M proteins. In recent years, crystal structures of components of VSV have been determined: the C-terminal core domain M_{C-TD} of the matrix protein (M) (5, 6), the nucleoprotein (N) (7), the partial structure of phosphoprotein (P) (8), the complex of N with the C-terminal of P (9), and the two forms of the ectodomains of the glycoprotein (G) (10, 11). The large polymerase (L) still awaits structure determination. However, how these proteins assemble into the characteristic rigid bullet-shaped virion has not been clear. Here, we report the 3D structure of the helical portion (the “trunk”) of the VSV virion as determined by means of cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) as well as a study of the bullet-shaped tip from an integrated image-processing approach. This analysis leads us to propose a model for assembly of the virus with its origin at the bullet tip.

Cryo-EM images of purified VSV virions show intact bullet-shaped particles almost devoid of truncated or defective interference particles (Fig. 1A). The reconstructed map of the virion trunk (Fig. 1B and movies S1 and S2) has an effective resolution of 10.6 Å based on the 0.5 Fourier shell correlation coefficient criterion (fig. S2). We were able to dock crystal structures of the C-terminal domain of M [Protein Data Bank (PDB)1L0G or 2WZR] (5, 6) and all of N (PDB 2GIC) (7) into our cryo-EM density map. The matching of several high-density regions in the cryo-EM map with G helices in the docked atomic models (Fig. 2A, M, and Fig. 3A, N) supports the validity of the cryo-EM map. These dockings also establish the chirality of the structure.

When reconstructed with a helical symmetry imposed (12), the 3D map includes an outermost lipid bilayer, a middle layer composed of a helix-based mesh of M, and an innermost condensed nucleocapsid composed of a helically organized string of N subunits and M, and an innermost condensed nucleocapsid composed of a helically organized string of N subunits and M (Fig. 1, B and C, and fig. S3). [The M (Fig. 2A) and N (Fig. 3A) layers were identified on the basis of their close match with their crystal structures of M (5, 6) and N (7)]. Each of the N and M layers consists of a single helix (1-start helix). Although the interior of the nucleocapsid contains a denser region than background, no density was found that was reasonably attributable to individual P or L subunits, suggesting that those are organized in a lower-symmetric or asymmetric fashion (supporting online material (SOM) text). A layer of density outside the membrane may be identified as G protein (fig. S1) because the G protein is the only envelope protein in VSV. However, individual G spikes cannot be resolved in this layer, possibly because of flexibly attached ectodomains or inconsistent symmetry, and this layer of density